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                             anotacia  

warmodgenili  samagistro  naSromis Tema  aqtualuria  imdenad ramdenedac 

orientirebulia  migraciis evropeizaciasTan dakavSirebul problemebze 

evrokavSirSi,  rac erT-erTi yvelaze ufro  mtkivneuli sakiTxia   radganac 

saqme exeba  qveynis erovnuli interesebis da  midgomebis 

supranacionalizacias. 

NnaSromis mizania  im fatqorebis gamovlena, romlebic gavlenas axdenen 

evrokavSiris Zveli da  axali wevri qveynebis (amgvarad dayofilni arian  

imigraciuli talRebis gamocdilebis  da  ara  evrokavSiris wevrobis 

xangrZlivobidan  gamomdinare) evropeizaciaze, radganac, maT Soris am 

kuTxiT gansxvevebebi SesamCnevia. 

E

zemoT aRniSnuli problemidan gamomdinare naSromis kvlevis sagania  ori 

saxelmwifos : germaniis , rogorc Zveli da  poloneTis,  rogorc axali 

wevri qveynis kvleva  migraciis evropeizaciis xarisxis kuTxiT da  maT 

Soris arsebuli gansxvavebebis gamovlena. 

Kkvlevis Sedegad gamoikveTa  is ZiriTadi mizezebi, romlebmac ganapirobes 

gansxvavebebis warmoSoba  evrokavSiris Zvel da  axal qveynebs Soris. 

Faqtorebis CamonaTvali sakmaod sainteresoa  da  maTi ganzogadebidan 

gamomdinare Sedegad gamoikveTa  mxolod ori fatqori : qveynebs Soris 

imigraciis gansxvavebuli istoria  da  evrokavSiris rolis gansxvevbuli 

aRqma  da  prioritetebi erovnuli intresebidan gamomdinare. 

NnaSromis siaxle mdgomareobs imaSi, rom ori qveynis analizidan 

gamomdinare,  gamotanilia  daskvnebi im faqtorebis Sesaxeb, romlebic 

gavlebas axdenen maT Soris gansxvavebaze migraciis evropeizaciis xarisxis 

kuTxiT da  misadagebuli aqvs Sesabamisi Teoriebi. rac manamde mocemuli 

qyeynebis Sesaxeb gakeTebuli ar yofila. 



                                                               

Abstract:

The topic of the presented research paper is actual to the extent, that it is oriented on the problems 

connected to the Europeanization of migration policy in the EU countries, considering one of the 

vulnerable issues for the EU, as it deals with the supranationalisation of national approaches and 

interests. 

The aim of the research is to reveal the factors influencing the the Europeanization of migration 

policy in the old and new countries of immigration  in the EU, as there exist evidencies in terms of 

the differencies among them in this regard. 

Due to the above mentioned reason, the topic of thesis  is the research of degree of Europeanization 

of migration policy in Germany and Poland and the illustration of differencies between them. 

As a result of the research there was formulated reasons, affecting the differencies between new 

and old countries of immigration in the EU, and by their generalization two main factors are  

pivotal: different migration history  between countries and the peculiar approaches to the role of 

the EU for the national interests. 

The novelty of the research is that, based on the analyses there is made a conclusion on the reasons 

affecting the differencies between the old and new countries of immigration in the EU , with proper 

adjustment of the theories , which wasn't doen before regarding the mentioned countries. 
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                                                   1. Introduction 

The current paper is dedicated to the disparities  of  the level of  Europeanization in the old and 

new countries of immigration of the EU. This topic is very actual as it refers to the one of the 

vulnerable issue for the EU countries, such as  - migration policy. This field always was the subject 

of intergovenmental negotiations, but recently it has moved to the first, supranational pillar of the 

EU and EU countries , somehow, have lost the power of migration management at the national 

level.  In this case they have to make decisions regarding this policy on the institutinal level and 

transpose all the adopted directives, measures and policies at the national level. This process is 

called “top-down” Europeanisation, which is shared by member states in a different way. Old 

countries of immigration appered more reluctant to refuce their national interests and implement 

the complete Europeanization of the migration policy, while the trend in the new countries of 

immigration is opposite, as all of them enthusiastically adopted all the EU directives in this field.  ( 

European Union Center of California  2000, 5-6)

The actuality of this topic is based on the fact, that, Europeanization of migration policy is still an 

ongoing process and the problems , deriving  from it, is pivotal for the stability and strength of the 

EU.  

The aim of my thesis is not to find the way for problem solution, but to analyse the situation in the 

countries and find  and demonstrate the reasons of disbalance  between new and old EU countries 

of immigration in terms of the degree of  alignment of national migartion policies with that of the 

EU one. 



To make a proper conclusion and analyses of the problem , I refered  to the cases of Germany and 

Poland, as old and new countries of immigration and made their comparative analyses . In the 

process of choosing a country I didn't use any criterias except the history of migration in particular 

country. In this regard these countries are not exclusion, as they present just one example from the 

group of countries similar to  them in therms of the migration history. So, the selection of this 

countries, from the groups of the countries ,  occurred on the occasional basis. 

                                                       

1.1   Research method 

In my research I refer the Deductive strategy of research, impling the testing of the hypothesis 

based on the data. (Blaikie 2000,  101)

As for the research method, I used  the Qualitative research method, as most relevant for my 

research topic. This method has several authors, who have slightly different ideas , but in general 

the concept is the same. In  my research I call for the ideas of various authors due to the relevance 

of my way of research. 

Some of the Qualitative researchers claim, that the beginning of the research is possible and better 

without certain and clear research topic and research question, as it gives the researcher possibility 

to consider more opinions and get more information when making conclusion . ( Blaikie 2000, 

252) My research topic was founded in this way,  as I started reading materials related to the field 

of my research (migratoin ) and came across interesting topic for the research. 

Qualitative reserch considers the social life as dynamic process, as “ relationship between social 

actors rather than charasteristic of individuals...” .  ( Blaikie  251) The main idea of my reseach 

thesis is the same: relationship between social actors ( EU and nation states) and not individualistic 

approach. 

It appeared  pivotal, that the Qualitative research method shares the concept of Ground Theory, 



especially interesting is the arguments of Glaser and Strauss, who argue that “data collection, data 

analyses and theory construction in undertaken on the ongiong basis. “ (Blaikie  238) In my case I 

applied the same style of research and promoted the data collection and data analyses at the same 

time, but in case of the formulation  of theory, it was done at the end of these two steps. This also 

is in the farmework of the Ground Theory, as it doesn't exclude the theory formation at the end of 

the research. (Blaikie  2000, 241)

1.2. Research question

What factors influence the disbalance between old and new countries of immigration of the 

European Union in terms of Europeannization of their migration policies?

1.3 Dependent variable

Disbalance between old and new countries of immigration of the EU in the process of 

Europeanization of their migration policies.

1.3. Independent variables

migration history

different priorities in terms of  the  place  of the EU it takes in  national politics

1.4. Hypothesis

Migration history and different priorities in terms of  the place  of the EU it takes in  national 



politics cause the disbalance between the old and new countries of immigration in terms of the 

Europeanization of migration policy. 

                                                                    

     

1.4 Theories

In the research I use not one, but a set of theories to achieve  the comliance of  theoretical approach 

to the thesis. 

My research deals with the migration issue, so I was supposed to use the migration theories , but 

after  analyses it appeared that all of them just was oriented on the formulation of the causes of 

emigration  and I refered to the EU integration theories. This isn't illogical, as by a number of 

authors Europeanization is associated with integration. 

Theories I used are: Intergovernmentalis; Liberal Intergovernmentalism with Rational 

institutionalism, about which the information is available at the end of the research. 

                               

   

1.5   Delimitation

The paper doesn't deal with the  “bottom-up “ approach to the Europeanization, impling the 

transposition of  the national interests at the EU level, but is oriented on the “top-down” 

Europeanization- EU influence on the natiolan migration policy.

Despite the utility of various treaties, directives and other legal documents, the aim of the paper 



isn't their scrutinization and detailed analyses.

                                                   

    

                       

                                  2.    Europeanisation of the EU migration policy

Immigration policy is one of the vulnerable issues in the Europpean Union, as it was and is 

connected to the national sovereignty. So, this policy appeared one of the latest in the way of EU 

integration , as almost all the states were against the lose of individuality in this field. Step by spet , 

due to the changed in the EU treaties,  the migration policy turned from  intergovernmental into 

suptanational policy.  ( European Union Center of California  2000,  2)

In general terms the definition of Europeanization is as following: “Process of (a) construction, (b) 

diffusion, and © institutionalization of formal and informal rules, procedures , policy paradigms, 

styles, “ways of doing things” , and share beliefs and norms which are first defined and 

consolidated in the making of EU public policy and politics and then incorporated in the logic of 

domestic discourse, identities , political structures , and public policies ( Radaelly, 2003:30)” 

(Genc,  2003, 5) 

It was very hard to cooperate on the migration matters as it was the subject of state sovereignty, but 

since 1989 , when the Central and Eastern European countries gained independence, there was a 

possibility, that people from this region would migrate to the Wetern Europe and this imposed a 



great threat for the west as a whole. So, by common efforts they should handle the aspiring inflow 

of people and had put aside their national considerations to coopetare on this matter and elaborate 

common strategy.  (Favell  1998,  3)

The first step in terms of cooperation on migration matters was Schengen agreement , agreed 

between France, Germany, Belgium, Netherlands and Luxemburg, in 1985, the purpose of which 

was the liberalisation of free moveent among member states.  ( European Union Center of 

California  2000,  5)

Following Schengen  group, there was created an Ad Hoc working Group on Immigration on 1986. 

The members of this group adopted two documents on asylum issue: Dublin Convention, in 1990 

and External Frontiers Convention in 1991.  (Genc  10)

With regard to the Europeanization of migration the following step was the Treaty on the European 

Union of 1993. By  the Amsterdam Treaty , the matters on “ Visas, Asylum, Immigration and other 

policies related to the free movement of persons” was removed from the third , JHA pillar to the 

first one. 

The culminaton in terms of the Europeanization of migration policy was Tampere Summit in 

Finland, in 1999 where the initiation on Common Visa and Asylum Policy was sounded. ( Genc  

2003,  10- 11)

                                                   



                                      

         

                                              3. Case of Germany

   3.1. Brief history of migration in Germnay and  migration policy development

Germany has a very long history of migration. After the beginning of  formation of armed forces in 

Germany in 1956, the need for foreign labour still emerged. For this purpose Germany started the 

recruitment of “guest-workers” from several countries.   This kind of migration was perceived to 

have a temporary character, but most of the migrants decided to stay in Germany , even after the 

expiration of recruitment date,  even their family members joined them. Although, government 

managed to make considerable number of the mentioned guest -workers send  to their home 

countries. ( IMISCOE Working Paper 2007,  4)

In 1973 , when there  started well-knonw oil crisis , German government got the decision to stop 

recruitment of guest – workers and the Federal Government started to handle the still incresing 

migration, caused by the immigration of the family members of the former guest -workers.( Federal 

Office for Migration and Refugees  2005, 23)

The 1990s appeared to be a new step in terms of migration in Germany,   due to the unification of 



Germany in 1989  and also, civil war in Yugoslavia, in 1993 caused great inflow of people in 

Western Europe, which was mainly hosted by Austria and Germany. (IMISCOE Working Paper  

2007,  4) 

Since 2000 the migration policy became very hot issue in Germany, as the Chancellor Schroder  

launched the so called “Green Card” policy , implying the recruitment of foreign IT specialists for 

five  years  to overcome the shortage in the mentioned field, which became the subject of public 

discourses.   Since 1991 till 2004 more then 13.5 million people migrated in Germany. ( IMISCOE 

Working Paper  2007,  15)

  Most of German people  were against so many foreigners in Germnay. According plebiscite in 

1982 most majority of Germans appeared to be discontent due to the huge munber of foreigners in 

the country and insisted from the government to send them back to their home countries.  In 1992 

the sityation was similar regarding migrants.(http://countrystudies.us/germany/89.htm)

In 2006 , there was held population census in Germany, according which there was revealed , that, 

15. 3 million people ( about 19% of total population) were migrants or their desendents.  ( Centro 

Studi Politica Internazionale 2008,  3)

. 

Reasons for launch of  migration policy in Germnay should be searched for after the Second World 

War and Civil War in Yugoslavia in 1993, when Germany had to receive a lot of migrants and 

refugees.  ( IMISCOE Working Paper  2007,  20-21)

Very briefly I will write about the main changes on the way of Europeanisation of German 

migration policy. In this regard, the first steps were made in 1998 when  government  adopted ab 

new law about citizenship, which should be entered in to force since 2000. (Chair for Foreign 

Policy and International Relations 2007,  19)



European integration without Germany's role and involvement in it as a main driving force is 

impossible to study and discuss. By virtue of its own migration crisis in 1993, due to the migration 

frows from former Yugoslavia and the support for Schengen Agreement , Germany always called 

for the “ more Europe” in terms of migration policy,  which means the unification of European 

countries in dealing with the hot migration issues, as Germnay just itself couldn't solve this 

problems. 

Germany modified its national law. For exalmple, it adopted new versions of Nationality Act 

(2000), Immigration Law (2004) and Residence Act (2004).( Chair for Foreign Policy and 

International Relations  2007, 6-57)

Germany implementel several EU direcives as well, to be more precise – eleven (11) of them, 

related to migratoin, integration and asylum. ( Federal Office for Migration and Refugees  2007, 5-

15)

                                     



3. 2. Germany -reluctant country 

After writing about the history of migration in Germnay  and the development of German 

migration policy, by the self initiated or EU laws and directives , transposed into the national 

legislation and practice, now the main focuce of this sub-chapter will be on the reluctance of 

Germany to follow complitly the Europeanisation of migration policy, thus, the elevation of 

national interests at the EU level. In this chapter I will just highlight the main initiatives and laws 

not implemented by Germany, without searching for the reasons. 

In terms of implementation of the EU Diretcives there is sometimes imbalance between the 

interests on the national and EU level. This is the reason , why Germany sometimes doesn't fully 

implemen the EU Directives regarding certain issues. I will mention the examples I found. 

In Germany, partners from certain countries , according  Regulation 539/2001, don't have a right to 

get residence permit , if visa isn't granted specially for this purpose, which is a violation of the 

Council Directive 2003/86/EC , which deals with the right of famili reunification and excludes 

such possibility. ( International Organization for Migration  2009,  289) 

EU legislation prohibits any linguistic requirements from the family members of the EU citizens, 



but the new German legislation is in favoure of it, which, according to the Article 7 of Directive 

2003/86/EC is a violation of the right of family reunification.(Chair for Foreign Policy and 

International Relations 2007,  23)

Germany refused to accept some European regulations in its Immigration and Asylum Law, which 

would be in contradiction to the national law.

3)Germany was against the the EU initiation on the common legal migration in the labour market, 

which will liberalize the immigration. (Chair for Foreign Policy and International Relations 2007,  

23)

4)

German Asylum Procedude Act , Articles 44 and 45 , prohibit asylum-seekers ,while living in the 

accomodation centres,  to leave the territory of the district they are living, while the EU Receptio  

Directive, Article 7(1)  states that: “ Asylum seekers may move freely within the territory of the 

host Member State or wuthin the area assigned to them by the Member State. The assigned area 

shall not affect the sphere of private life... “ (Receprion directive, Article 7) ( http://eur-

lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2003:031:0018:0025:EN:PDF)

All the above mentioned policies and directives, that Germany didn't implement , is a part of 

Europeanisation of migration policy. As we have seen, Germany is sometimes initiaotor and good 

follower of the common migration policy, but sometimes, it is very reluctant to transpose some of 

the rules in the national migration policy. The implementation of the rules of common migration 

policy has very diverse character for Germany, as on the one hand it implements the provisions 

acceptable and vulnerable for its own national course, but on the other hand , if its isn;t in the 

natiolan interests, tefuces to tranpose EU provisions  in the natiolan immigration policy. 

                 

                                          



3.3 Analytical viewpoint 

It will be very interesting to analyze the reasons of sach rapid and dramatic changes in the attitude 

of the country. If we consider all above mentioned from the history of migration of Germany and 

add some more facts , it mustn't be difficult to make a proper conclusion. 

German skepticism has different reasons deriving from its past experiences regarding migration. 

Through its whole history of migration Germany came across a lot of obstacles, that affected its 

future attitude toward migration and migrants. One of such example is a great inflow  of refugees 

in the West Europe because of the crisis  in Yugoslavia , which appeared to be really a huge 

challenge for Germany. To tackle this problem and somehow handle this wave, German 

government decided to introduce a compulsory burden-sharing policy , the essence of which was as 

follows: “ all the European countries should share refugees from Yugoslavia according the a 

distribution key, composed of three criteria (population size, size of Member State territory and 

GDP), which were given equal weight. Where the numbers admitted by the member state exceeds 

its indicative figure..., other Member States which haven't yet reached their indicative figure …will 



accept persons from the first state”. (http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/314948.stm) This proposal 

was really gainful for Germnay, as it would overcome the “pan-European”refugee problem, but 

several countries, such as France, the Great Britain and Spain , refuced to participate in this 

initiative, as they didn't perceive this threat as essentian for them, due to their remote location from 

the refugee centre. Their action diappointed Germany. This was the case, when Germany saw, that 

it was alone in front of this problem and lose the confidence of other  states. If other states don't do 

anything against their national interests, which would be beneficial for the EU as a whole, than, 

why should Germany do the  same? This was on of many examples, which persuaded Germany , 

that it counld't trust anyone and decided to follow more its national , and not the EU interests. Later 

actions from the Member Staes to solve the  problem of refugees was that they set up of European 

Refugee Fund in 2000, but it was alredy too late for Germany, as it was already skeptical towards 

the pan-European migration management and disappointed by the actions of Member States in 

dealing with the above mentioned problem. ( Chair for Foreign Policy and International Relations  

2007,  22)

For demonstration of Germany's suffer from the inflow of Yugoslavian refugees, even the stetement 

of the Deputy Interior Minister – Kuno Boese , is enough: during the ear in Yugoslavia Berlin alone 

took in more refugees than France and Belgium put together. We're still having enormous 

difficulties getting them to go back home. Some of them say that they've been in Berlin so long 

now that they won't go back” .(http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/314948.stm)

This is a statement of one of the disppointed german policy maker , who thinks that Germany 

suffered too much from the refugee wave from Yugoslavia, and even so many years later, it is still 

difficult to handle this problem. After, even this one example, it shouldn't be vague why Germnay 

is skeptical towards the common migration policy with the  EU countries. 

One more reason of Germany's reluctance achieve full comliance with the EU standards in terms of 

migration policy, is related to its past experience. As it was mentioned, in the 1950s Germnay 

started the so called “ guest-workers” programme, the aim of which was to recruit workerd from 

various countries due to the lack of work force shortage .  This recruitement had temporary 

character, but most of the workers stayed in Germany permanently and even their family members 

came to join them. ( IMISCOE Working Paper 2007,  4)This might be a obstacle for Germany and 



could become impetus for such strics policy in terms of common labour  migration at the EU level. 

To connect these two events with each other, let's first of all see, 1) what exactly Germany didn't 

implement or come against in terms of common labour migration, 2) what kind of negative impact 

could labour immigration have on Germany as a such  and 3) check the peoples, non-governmental 

organisations and other interest groups'  opinion on this issue and if they have influence on the 

decisions of policy-makers of Germany. 

In 2007, the European Commission initiated a so -called “ EU Blue-Card” project in the field of 

migration, the aim of which was the recruitement of highly-skilled labour force at the EU level, in 

another words , this programme implied the rejection of national interests , because the EU as a 

whole needed skilled  workers. Germany made some changes in its 2005 Immigration Law, but 

main trend was still the same – state still was the follower of restrictive position in terms of labour 

migration.(Centro Studi Politica Internazionale 2008,  4-7)

Representative of Social-Democratic party -  Reinhard Grinder ,was in favour of the protection of 

national interests in  this regard and stated that: “ the access to the labour market must remain a 

matter of the national goverbment”(Centro Studi Politica Internazionale  11), also, the Minister of 

Labour- Olaf Scholz  is a defensive of the same opinion due to the high  unemploiment rate in 

Germany, while the representatives of non-governmentalorganisations , such as for example Dieter 

Hundt-  the President of the Associations of Telecommunication Companies ( BITKOM)  supports 

the EU initiation of recruitment labour at the European level. (Centro Studi Politica Internazionale 

2008, 11)

Official position of  Germnay regarding the liberalisation of migration is stricter than the opinion 

of other interest groups on this issue.  First of all , I will present all the  attitude on this matter  and 

than analyze what may be the real reason of such approaches.

German Chancellor -  Angela Merkel , on October 21, 2010 declared, that “ the flood of 

immigrants  is holding back the German economy, although Germany doesn't need more highly 

skilled specialists , as opposed to the labourers, who have sought economic advantages in 

Germany” (http://www.thecuttingedgenews.com/index.php?article=21701&pageid=&pagename=)



The head of human resources of BITKOM – Stephan Pfisterer in his statement said that : “ Politucs 

is still very much dominated by the ideology , that Germnay is a non-immigrant country, unlike the 

USA  or Canada, for example. We have to open up our borders , enter into a much more active , 

international recruiting process”.  (http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=130649146)

So, from this statement is is apparent , that in 1950s and 1960s recruited guest workers didn't return 

home, which apperade to be a huge problem for Germnay , as they resisted to study German 

language and adopt German culture. Such approach was mainly revealed by Turkish migrants,( 

http://www.uclugdi.com/1/post/2010/11/the-growing-anti-immigration-sentiments-in-germany-and-other-

countries-of-the-western-world-by-yuliya-suleyeva.html )  that's why the Chairman of Social Union of 

Germany made a declaration: “ we don't need more immigrants from alience culture... as they have 

diffuculty to integrate into German society... multy -cultural society is dead”. ( 

http://www.euractiv.com/en/socialeurope/german-government-shaken-new-anti-immigration-controversy-

news-498740)

Public opinion is very important as well about the immigration in Germany, as they are mostly the 

main burden-sharers of immigration flows. British “Guardian” held the poll in March, 2011 in five 

countries of the EU to see the attitude of people towards migration. As it appeared majority of 

German population in this case voted for 49% agains 19% for migration , but from the EU 

countries. In case of non-EU immigrants the situation was different- 37% of German people agains 

30% appeared not to be in favour of immigration . 

(http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/mar/13/european-union-immigration-survey) 

As we see the opinion about liberalization and elevation of the migration issue on  the EU level ise 

devided. While most of the policy – makers in Germany try to preserve the national interests and 

introduce strict rules regarding migrants, other interest groups, mainly the company representatives 

support the idea of more liberal approach towards migration issue. According to the survey “more 

than 1600 companies of the trade and industry declared that 70% of them needed workers and 

suffered too much of their shortage.  

(http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=130649146 ) 



As we have seen , the main argument of the policicians of Germany , who are against the 

immigration is a negative  imact of migrants on German economy and the less integtation level of 

migrants with the local society, which is perceived as a huge problem, while, the insist of migrants 

from interest groups is based on the lack of labour force, which is also vulenarbe issue for 

Germany, but policy-makers are so oriented on the restriction of migrants , that they don't consider 

its negative effects.  All the argumenst , steted by both sides, are acceptable, but to make proper 

conclusion we must check only one- negaive effect of migrans on German ecomony, as all the 

other arguments are apparent. 

It is really interesting to see , if the immigrants really have bad influence on the economy and 

social  field or not. Why one can restric immigration is may be its impact on employment and 

wages, which is very hot issue in every country, among them in Germany as well. There was made 

several researches in this direction and mostly the conclusions coincided each other. For exalmple, 

DeNew and Zimmerman in 1994 concluded that” share of foreign workers by 10% was followed 

by a decline in native wages of 3.5 %, which is the strongest impact in the history of Germany's 

migration”( Steinhardt  21)  Bonin (2005) and Steinhardt(2008) made the analyses of 1975-2001 

period from the perspective of immigration impact and concluded, that “ immigration had only a 

small negative effect on the wages of the antive workforce in Germany. An increase in the 

foreigner share within a skill group by 10% results in a fall in native wages of 1.02% or 0.63%... in 

general may say, that immigration doesn't have very strong effect on labour market” (Steinhardt   

21)

To sum up all the above mentioned, we may conclude, that in this case as well past plays a 

significant role in the formation of migratoin policy of Germany. German policy  makers are very 

cautious when it deals with the immigration and prefer to preserve  national interests .  As was 

mentioned one reason of such reservation , declared by the policy makers was the impact if 

immigrants on the national economy and social life, but, as it was analyzed by scholars such 

negative impact  is so minimal, that it can't be strong argument of country's strict position towards 

migrants, especially, on the other hand there is a need for labour force, insisted by the various 

organisations, which is not considered  by policy-makers. 



All this left a sense of fear of foreign labour and their family ties in Germany and  led it  to the 

initiation of  restriction of free movement for people from the Central and East European countries 

and imposed seven years of transition period before they will be granted with the right of free 

movement inside the EU territory. (Chair for Foreign Policy and International Relations  2007, 23)

Among the arguments against the common labour migration policy we saw the positions of the 

heads of various states of Germany. This is one more reason, why Germnay is unable to have 

common  and fully aligned migration policy together with the EU countries. The  importance  of 

German states stands behind it and their position is crucial for the decisions in migration matters, 

as after the revision of German Basic Law ( Article 23) German states- Laender, got influence on 

official positions of Germany, in terms of the responsibility on the implementation of the EU 

directives even in the field of migration . (Chair for Foreign Policy and International Relations 

2007, 23) Very often all the states don't have the same position on one issue, which makes decision 

very difficult to accept. This problem was evident in case of the asylum seekers and the conditions 

they lived, which wasn't in accordance with the EU standards and was violated by Germany very 

roughly, as all the states has their vision on the problem and as a result it  was found to be 

unresolved. 

One more thing is interesting when we speak about the violation or non implementation of EU 

directives from the German side. Currently Germany doesn't suffer a huge immigration flows , as 

for example south European countries from African continent and Asia and this gives Germany 

possibility  to not to be involved in the common burden-sharing  process  to tackle this problem. 

(Rosenow, Ketrin 2007, 25)



                                                        

                                            

                                               

                                                  

                                                    4. Case of  Poland 

     4.1.    Brief history of migration and way towards the EU

Main aim of this thesis is to reveal the difference between the old and new countries of 



immigration in terms of the level of Europenanisation of migration policy, so, after the 

demonstration of the migration policy of Germany, which was chosen as an old country of 

immigration, it is unavoidable to present the new one as well -  Poland. To make a proper analyses, 

here also, as in case of Germnay we need to know the migration history of Poland and the path it 

has gone  to become the member of the EU. 

Poland, as it is chosen as a relatively new country of immigration, is expected to have not so long 

migration history. Mostly, as it was evident from the various materials, the migration history of 

Poland had double character: political, when people had to escape from the commnist regime or 

occupants and economic , when they had to leave country in searching of better life.political 

emigration from Poland mainly occurred in the 18th and 19th centuries , but from the beginning of  

20th century it was turn into the economic one.  (Central European Forum for migration Research 

2003, 14)

After the Second World War, there started return of emigrants to their home country- Poland due to 

the repatriation policy  between 1944-1959 , which continuued again since the 1996. This 

immigration wasn't significant for Poland in terms of the number of returnees, as just about 200.00 

people decided to repatriate themselves. (Central European Forum for migration Research  2003, 

14)

Immigration in Poland started from the 1989. One year later the the numer of foreigners was 

already 1. 9 million and in 1991 3.7 million. (Centre of Migration Research 2009,  12)

There can be mentioned just two reasons of immigration : political , caused by the collapse of the 

Soviet Union, which appeared driving force for the transition of Poland as a democratic country 

with a lot of reforms , that's why foreigners prefered to migrate in Poland and  its border with 

Germany. Poland was considered to be a “ Wester country”, due to its closeness to the western  

Europe. ( Centre of Migration Research  2009, 23-24)  

Economic reason of immigratoin to Poland was, that it became one of the first from Central and 

East European countries , which managed to improve ecomomic conditions by virtue of reforms 

after the collapse of the Soviet Union. But , Poland couldn't finish its reforms in this sphere 



effectively, as it had to receive a lot of temporary migrant workers and asylum seekers, which 

hindered  the development of Poland and negatively  affected the  wages . (Centre of Migration 

Research  2009,  24)

Poland's  way towards the EU was very long and difficult, but it strove to become the part of the 

west. Such attampt Poland started since 1989 and the same year it sighed the agreement on trade 

cooperation with the EC.  This agreement was the serious step towards the EU, as by this agreemen 

a number of legal requirements were to be fulfilled in economic, political, cultural and scientific 

fields, to trigger the convergence with the EU.  

(http://en.poland.gov.pl/Poland%E2%80%99s,way,to,UE,458.html )

In 1993 the Copenhagen Criterias entered into force, which should be implemented by Polans as 

well, in order to become the member of the EU. In 1997 there was held Luxembur Summit, where 

the EU consudered the Commission's opinion and started accession negotiations with the Central 

and East European Countries. Defnitely, Poland was among them.

Started negotiations on accession in 1997 finished in 2002, and in 2003 there was signed an treaty 

on accession. On May 1, 2004, Poland with a number of CEE countries became a full member of 

the EU. (http://en.poland.gov.pl/Poland%E2%80%99s,way,to,UE,458.html )

                            

    

  4.2. Transformation of  Poland

After the break up of the Soviet Union Poland had the first non-communist government . Prime 

minister – Tadeusz Mazowiecki played a main role to build a  new type of republic on the 

democratic rails. Emerging new order was really a headache for newly emerged independent 

countries from Central and Eastern Europe, as they feel insecure, were confuced and didn't know 

how to orientate in new Europe. So, the solution was to turn to the west , accept their political, 

military and economic values and by this way to ensure securyty for the country, especially, when 

the main guarantor of the peace- Warsaw Pact , was already dismantled. ( Central European Forum 

for migration Research  2005,  36) So, the independence of Poland brought a lot of Problem for the 



country, as it wasn't ready for independent life. Security, coupled with the need to come against and 

prevent illegal trade of drugs, arms and criminal groups and nerworks and etc. became nomber one 

in the agenda. This was connected to the securitization of migration,as there occurred the 

liberalisation of passport law in 1990 (The Act on Passport) . ( Central European Forum for 

migration Research  2005,  6)

One more erason of the Polish western orientation was still the transformation of the country, but 

from the economic point of view.  The aim of the new government was to ensure safe environment 

and international contacts for the proper development of Polish economy. (Central European Forum 

for migration Research 2005 , 14)

The development of migration policy in Poland is very interesting, as it is very different from 

Germany  and may be , is  peculiar for all the CEE countries. If we analyze it very well, we will 

come across and lot of paradoxes on the way of Europeanisation of Poland;s miration policy.

Between 1945-1989 the migration policy of Poland was very   harsh, as it was the part of the Soviet 

Union and had to obey common ruled in this regard. In every field  the isolationist approach was 

evidence.  In terms of migration is was revealed by “ restrictive passport and exit and entry -visa 

policies, as well as blocked any immigration streams. Asylum was granted for a limited set of 

reasons mainly for communists escaping junta regimes” (Centre for International Relations  2008,  

3)So, Poland didn't have its own  migration policy  and was depended on the system it belonged to. 

In 1989 the Soviet Union dismantled and Poland became independent country, so, it began to 

formulate its migration policy , along with other policies. The impatus for this was the EU 

accession, which was seen as a gift for Poland in case of transormation, as a “new migration 

doctrine” was also formulated. (Centre of Migration Research  2009,  94)

To have a migration policy, at least, poland should have immigrants, in another way the migration 

policy would be useless. Lets see , how Poland “suffered” from immigrants and approximatly how 



many immigrants , asylum seekers and refugees were  accepted . 

According materials, the inflow of asylum seekers in Poland starts from the 1990, the year, when 

Poland experienced the biggest influxs of asylum seekers until 1995 -  just 1000 persons and before 

1995 the number was even smaller. There was also influx of refugees from Asia and Africa , the 

part of which (500 persons )  were granted by refugee status and stayed to live in Poland . 

Between 1996-1999 the number of refugees increased from 3000 to 3500, and since 2003 this 

number doubled.  (Centre of Migration Research  2009,  15)

Except refugees and asylum seekers Poland experienced an inflow of labour force as well, but their 

total number, as in case of above mentioned immigrants, wasn't  high. According the 2000 data the 

share of foreign workers of the local population “was 0.1 %, which is 1/50 of the EU average”. 

(Centre of Migration Research  2009, 16)

Poland received more types of migrants, such as family members of the immigrants, businessmen, 

students and etc, but in comparison to the EU average number of immigrants , immigration in 

Poland was not important. ( Centre of Migration Research  2009, 16-17) 

It is interesting to see what kind of changes occurred in Polish migration policy, starting from the 

from the beginning of 1990s, to better understand and analyze the main trend and purpose of 

transformation. 

“In 1991 Poland implemented and signed the legal framework of international refugee regime, 

based on Geneva Convention

Poland started repatriation policy in alignment with the EU standards “(Centre of Migration 

Research  94)

 “By 2007 Poland implemented the whole Schengen acquis”. (Centre of Migration Research  

2009, 98)

By 2004 , the migration policy of Poland was in full compliance with the EU standards. (Institute 

for International and European Policy 2005, 18)



                      

4.3.  Why did Polan need Europeanisation of the migration policy?



As we can see  the migration policy of Poland   fully changed this country  and achieved the 

comliance with the EU acquis in this field.  But, the infromation about the history of migration, 

number and types of migrants in Poland arises a lot of questions about the necessity of the 

Europeanisation of migration policy for Poland. So, it will be interesting to analyze everything and 

make proper conclusions regarding the reasons. 

From the very beginning of gaining independence Poland strove to become the member of the West 

, as it considered it as a guarantee of security and enonomic well-being. The roots of the 

transformation of the migration policy we should also search in the Poland's desire of the EU 

membership, as it managed to fully implement all the requirements in every field, including 

migration sphere,  to achieve its aim.  (Centre for International Relations ,  3)

Above mentioned opinion was shared by al lot of scholars, as they argued that “ many insitutions 

and measures , designed in the West in response to the immigration phenomenon were transposed 

to Poland during the process of harmonisation with the EU. This led to a paradox , with an attampt 

to create migration policy before there was a real need for it, in terms of numbers of immigration” 

(Centre of Migration Research , 94)

Especially between 1989-2004 polish migration policy was characterized by obligations necessary 

for the accession to the EU. By researchers is was observed, that since the 1990 the migration 

policy of all the Central and East European countries had been changing step by step. This trend 

was especially visible and evidence in Poland , which for the last two decades turned from the 

country of emigration to the country of immigration. Although this transformation didn't bring a lot 

of immigrants to Poland , especially in comparision to the EU level, some changes in this regard  

started to be reflected in the Polish migration policy. ( Centre for International Relations 2008 ,3)

EU interests were mostly more important for Poland than the national one, this is evident even with 



regard to the migration policy. In the official position the government of Poland on the EU Green 

Paper,  after accession to the EU ,  declared that the , the member states of the EU should shape 

their own migration policy according their view and desire, as each country's requirements and 

needs in terms of labour market   was different and it was impossible to have one migration policy 

in this regard. ( Centre of Migration Research  2009,  95)Such declaration meant that, although the 

EU was “dream” for Poland, it still strove to defend its interests.In the position paper on the 

Commission Communication on the implementattion Hague Programme , the government of  

Poland encouraged the initiation about the increase of  legal labour immigration and combat 

against the illegal immigration in the EU . Such action from the Polish govenrnment was justified 

by the argument, that “ it was related to the dymanically changing migration situation of Poland” . ( 

Centre of Migration Research  2009,  95) Such statement means , that at that time Poland was 

neither  in need of labour nor measures against them, and in the future what may happen it 

countdn't predict, but in this case if just followed the decision of the EU. 

It was mentioned above that in 1990s Poland joined the Geneva Convention .  This happened due 

to Western countries , as that period they experienced a great inflow of refugees from Yugoslavia. 

So, although Poland itself didn't suffer from such kind of immigration, it still had to respect the 

past of Wester countries and join the Convention, as it wanted to become the full member of the 

West. (Centre of Migration Research  2008,  8-9) 

After joining the Geneva Convention, Poland changed its Act on Aliens. The old one didn't 

enshrine  the provisions about the temporary permit to stay, entry of foreigners, sufficient amoun of 

money to stay in the country and etc.  These changes were followed a lot of debate and two opinion 

was formulated from them. On the one  hand the government declared that such changes would 

facilitate the immigration of foreign people and at the same time were necessary to come against 

its  negative results, on the other hand, almpst all the politicials declared, that the changes in the 

Act on Aliens helped Poland to achieve  the membership of the EU ( Centre of Migration Research 

2008, 13)

In the Act there were some changes, which was evidence of the influence of Western principles. 

For exalmpe, there was added the “safe third country” concept, which was very popular in the West 



in combating the asylum seekers. But as this problem wasn't vulnerable for Poland ,which we 

demonstrated above by the number of immigrants ,  it is clear, that this provision was adopted  

because of the support of western values and deside to becomethe EU member. (Centre of 

Migration Research 2008 , 14-15)

Poland had “visa-free regime” with these countries , but because of the preserve of security, the EU 

insisted from Poland to abolish such visa regime with these countries, as a condition for EU 

membership. Poland gained a lot from such relatioship with Belarus, Ukraine and Russia, as free 

movement between them promoted very good  econommic relationship, which was beneficial for 

every part. So, there appeared a dilema for olans, as on the one hand it needed  such ties with its 

neighbors and on the other hand EU membership was also attractive. 

Poland made a choice and abolished “visa-free regime” with Belarus, Ukraine and Russia , in order 

to become the member of the EU, but it left the space for maneuver and after becoming the 

member of the EU , Poland introduced easier visa issues for the nationals of these countries, which 

make them opportunity to enter Poland easily, which was equivalen of non-visa regime, but 

formally visas exixt. Just during the first year of “easy visas” 1.100.00 person from Belarus, Russia 

and Ukraine migrated to Poland ( Centre of Migration Research 2008,  20-21)

This example is a good demonstration of the fact , that despite national interests, Poland counldn't 

come against the EU  and even if it was a important issue for the state, partally, but still 

implemented all the requirements, which was necessary for the full integration into the EU. 

                                                 



5. Theoretical Approach

I suppose tu use the theories of European Integration, as no migration theory is to explain the 

processes highlighed in the case studies of my research. Theories I apply are    

Intergovernmentalism, Liberal Intergovernmentalism and Rationalist Institutionalism. None of 

them adjust  fully to the main concepts of the migration flows concerned, but , in overall terms  all 

are useful to fill each other in this case. 

Intergovernmentalism as state-centric theory underlines the role of states in the process of 

intergration.  What was interesting from this theory for the purpose of explaining certain steps of 

the states in terms of migration was that:” ..states value sovereignty and resist granting open-ended 

concessions of authority to international institutions...Integration is therefore seen as a careful 

compromise , balancing the need for efficient international cooperation on the one hand with the 

desire to preserve national authonomy on  the other” ( Eilstrup-Sangiovanni  2006, 185-186)

This theory adjusts to the Europeanization of migration in Germany, when it hesitated to 

implement some of the Directives of the EU, as it was against its national interests. Anyway, 

despite the fact that EU member countries delegated their power on migration issues to the EU 

institutions, it still remain a vulnerable issue for them. 

“Second theory used in the paper as explanatory mechanism is Liberal Intergovernmentalism, 

which argues, that : … states are unitary actors insofar  as it assumes that regional policy making is 

determined primarily by state executives while domestic actors play no independent role in 

international negotiations” (Moravcik  5 )

This assumption is reliable in terms of both case studies : Germany and Poland, as the governments 

of both countries accepted a decision on the further steps in migration policy formation and role of 

non-state actors was diminished. 

Third theory is Ratioalist Institutionalism, some concepts of which is shared by Liberal 

Intergovernmentalism. One of the important cornerstone of this theory is that: “ … states are 

unitary actors defining utility of their futther counrse of action and making decisions based on 



maximization their utility... international institutions, on this view, are perceives by states as 

preferences, by which they can better achieve their individual goals, than through unilateral 

action...” ( Eilstrup-Sangiovanni 2006, 187)

This assumption explains the Polan's reference to the EU  and transposition all the migration acquis 

at the national level. 

                      

   



                                          

                                                   

                                                    6. Literature review 

The issue of Europeanization is one of the important and discussed topics among researchesr, so a 

number of literature is created with this regard. I will overview not all the sources , related to my 

research due to the limit, but  just focus on several of them. 

To  the process of Europeanization and its role in terms of migration very interesting work is 

dedicated by Julie Watts, who presents the development of this phenomenon by illustrating the 

certain treaties and policies. She poses the question about the logic of shift the migration policy 

from national to the interest of EU institutions. She also focuses on the influence of EU migration 

policy on the national ones and presents the implications of the disparities among countries, in 

implementing the migration acquis.  (European Union Center of California. 2000)

As in the research the Europeanization of migration policy is addressed in Germany and Poland, 

the logic begs the literature to be overviewed about them. 

The work of Borkert and Bosswick is interesting in terms of the migration in Germany. They 

provide us with the exhaustive information about the migration history in Germany and describe 

the external and internal factors of migration, as well as the attitude of various circles, such as : 

parties, non-governmenlat organizations, labour force and etc. to the immigration in Germnay. So, 

sor my research this work plays  on of the pivotal role in highlighting the migration history of 

Germany. (IMISCOE Working Paper,  2007)

Niemann and Post  suggest double approach to the role of Germany in the process of the 

Europeanization of migration policy. They argue that Germnay isn't just a “downloader” of the 

directives and policies created by the EU institutions, but sometimes it is main actor and 

“uploader” some intiatives, which is later shared by the EU institutions and its easier for Germany 

to “download” them at the nationallevel. (Centre of Migration research, 2008, 18)



Adam and Devillard dedicated their work to the “law for legal immigration in 27 member countries 

of the EU”, which is contains a lot of informaition in this regard about all countries of the EU. For 

my research this material was interesting to the extent , that it contains the information about the 

EU Directives regarding migration implemented or not implemended by Germany. (International 

Organization for Migration, 2009)

Interesting materials were are also about the Europeanization of migration policy in Poland. The 

paper of Korys supplies with the information about the migartion history of Poland from its gaining 

independence after the break up of the Soviet Union, and analyses some trends about it. To make 

some conclusions about the Poland from the perspecive of the topic of my research the 

investigation of migration history is crucial and the mentioned work provides with this possibility. ( 

Central European Forum for migration Research,  2003)

About Poland crucial information if provided by Gorny . She analizes and mentions two reasons of 

inflow of people in Poland : political and economic. Also, the focus is made on the legal 

documents implementing by Poland in order to achieve the compliance of migration policy with 

the EU standards. She also is oriented on some speculations regarding the reasons of 

Europeanization of migration policy and provides with some statistical data. Main idea of the 

research is to describe, how poland turned from emigration into the country of immigration. ( 

Centre of Migration Research, 2009)



7. Conclusion 

The goal of the research was to highlight the main factors of the disbalance between the old and 

new countries of immigration of the EU, in terms of the degree of Europeanization of migration 

policy. The results of the research were interesting, as a lot of factors affected these process. I 

generalize all the reasons and may group them under two titles: migration history of  the country 

and the priorities in terms of the importance of the EU for the national politics.

To justify the results of the research , two case  studies were addressed: Europeanization of 

German and Polish migration policies , chosen according the migration experience as new and old 

countries. Comparative analysis showed absolutely dufferent trend in terms of the Europeanization 

of migration policies in there countries. 

So , the main difference between Germany and Poland in terms of their attitude to the 

Europeanization of migration policy is apparent. While the former tries to stand on its national 

interests , the latter does opposite and achieves absolute alignment with the EU migration policy 

standards. The reasons mentioned above are enough to clear out the main motives of such 

behaviour.

So, the current research hepled us to find out the main reasons of the disbalance between new and 

old countries of immigration of the EU in terms of the Europeanization of migration policies. 

Although it is still crucial to scrutinize and research the Europeanizatoin of migration policies of all 

the EU countries to make a proper conclusion and generalize the reasons of the disbalance of the 



degree of Europeanization in the old and new member countries, it is important due to the limit of 

the research paper, but the done research , provide us with the information, enough to highlight the 

certain underlying factors for analyzing reasons of the problem. 
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